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Council questions Pub membership
At the request oC newly elected
Student Council President, Jim
Klein, the regular order of business
was suspended last Sunday to allow
for an open discussion on the nature
of the Publications Board.
Dean Edwards and Mr. Philip
Church, Pub Board Chairman, were
on hand to address comments to the
sparsely attended gather-lng of coun,
cilmen and visitors. Making the
crowd look larger than it actually
was were the numerous editors and
future editors DC Kenyon publications
who were present.
The Dean started the discussion
rolling with his fairly simplistic
argument, b~'his own admission, that
the Publications Board as now es-
tablished tends to promote cama-
raderie among editors and that the
Board was hesitant to apply objective
Report states Pool
Hall future options
be introduced and this income should
ideallv cover the costs of new chalk,
powder, cues, and general upkeep.
If not, the initial deficits should be
minimal and Student Council could
subsidize it until adjustments could
be made.
Other alternatives
The two proposals that Dean za,
wards has written both differ from
Spiro'S and retain the present em-
ployees. The first alternative pro-
vides for a supervisory board com,
posed of a Peirce Hall coordinator
and two elected representatives
from Student Council. Credit for any
student may not accrue beyond $6
per month and all charges ·will be
placed on the student's College ac-
count. Student Council will under.,
write all deficits, and the marn,
terrance of the equipment will be
charged to the Peirce Hall operating
budget which is administered by the
Dean himself.
The Dean's second alternative
calls for Pool Hall Club mernber-,
ship at a fee of $10 which will per-
mit 10 hours of play at 15 minute
intervals. The supervisory board
would be composed of a Peirce Hall
coordinator and two elected re-
presentatives from club member;
ship. Members would have priority
for use of tables and non-members
would not be given credit. Again,
Student Council would pick up the
tab on all deficits and maintencance




written concerning the Pool Room
problem. As deficits have run as
high as $4,000 in the past. Presi-
dent Caples has planned to close the
room unless a workable plan can be
devised to sustain its operation.
Alan Spiro has drawn up an at.,
ternative and Dean Edwards has
come up with two more. Spiro up-
holds that the Pool Room is an Im.,
portant facility because it is one of
few on campus and is in constant
use. And since Kenyon is expanding,
why should the number of re-
creational facilities be reduced?
Pool -Boardproposed
The main points of Spiro'S alter-
native include the establishment of
a student run Pool Board, financial
support from Student Council, and
minor alterations in the current
fees. The Pool Board would con-
sist of three members; aPeirceHall
Coordinator, an appointed member
of Student Council, and a represent;
auve elected monthly by pool players
who own cards. The room would be
supervised and operated by a stu-
dent who would have the responstbl.,
iity of naming other supervisors,
'landling the finances, and maintaln.,
ing the equipment and decorum. Of
the three people in charge, any two
could have the privileges of the third:
revoked and replaced.




The fifth Kenyon Film Makers
Festival returns to Rosse Hall
this weekend after an absence of
one year.
The program of experimental
and generally "rarcut' films
is divided into four showings.
On Fr-iday, April 30, the films
will be seen at 2:00 pm and at
8:00 pm. On Saturday the same
schedule of screening times is
set.
The winners of the festival
are to be chosen by audience
ballot and will run at a special
shOWing Sunday evening at 8;00
pm. Admission to each of the
showings is one dollar with
series tickets, good for all live
sets, available at the Bookshop.
In addition the series tickets
may be charged to your took;
shop account this year.
Because the festival is distinct
froln the activites of the Ken_
Yon Film Society, punch cards
can not be honored for this pro_
gram.
discipline to itself. He expressed his
belief that membership on the Board
was going to have to be made more
objective and divorced from con-
flicting interests which now control
it, if the publications were to in-
crease in quality and volume.
Dean explains "objective"
When asked by Mr. Church how a
more "objective" board would help
publications, the Dean cited ex,
amples which he felt indicated ne-
gligence on the part of the present
Board; namely the failure of WKCO
to begin broadcasting earlier, and
the debts incurred by recent RE-
VEILLE editors. The Dean added to
this his belief that there is less
chance for facts about publications
to be known as the Board is pre-
sently constituted.
Church responded that the WKCO
situation was the result of broken
promises and that REVEILLE had
not been running current deficits but
only carrying deficits accrued arew
years ago.
Although the meeting carriedon for
over an hour there was little more
of substantial discussion that sur-
faced. Most arguments tended to
claim that the- membership pro-
visions of the Board encouraged
"camaraderie" and "self per-
petuation." Other comments, hew;
ever, hinted that the Board did not
meet regularly, and that the Board
must assume a more positive role.
Because Council was not able to
attract a quorum no proposal con-
cerning a reorganization of Publi-
cations Board could be made. The
meetin.'l" ended in about the same
See Editorial,
Page 2
place it started; The uean and a
group of Council critics advocating
a reorganization ofPubBoardmem-
ber-ship, and the editors and Mr.
Church defending Pub Boards ef-
ficacy and integrity under the pre-
sent system.
f
GOVERNOR John Gilligan con-
sults his netes in last Salurday's
news conference with Ohio col-
lege newspapers.
Gilligan outlines novel Ohio Plan
To provide educational opportunities
by Sam Barone
Governor John Gilligan held a
press conference last Saturday in
Columbus at which newspaper
editors from over 28 Ohio Colleges
and universities were in attendance.
The designated purpose was to dis-
cuss his recently announced Ohio
Plan for higher education.
The Governor prefaced his re-
marks on the plan with an examtna;
tion of Ohio's condition at the start
of his administration three months
ago. Ohio's tax effort, the amount
collected in revenues measured a-
gainst total income, ranked it 50th
in 50 states of the union. 'I'rans ,
Iated, this means that Ohio was doing
less in the area of public services
with available resources than any
other state.
Fiscally, Gilligan's administration
found every public service program
in Ohio "busted down to rock bot;
tom." Schools were closing and the
federal government was even re.,
fusing to call some of our mental
hospitals, hospitals, anymore.
To further illustrate the low level
of public services in this state,
Gilligan cited the following statistic:
The five poorest states in the union,
Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas,
South Carolina, and West Virginia
each spent $1.38 per capita forevery
dollar Ohio spent on its people for
public services. These states were
doing more for their people's needs
than the wealthier state of Ohio.
Ohio below average
Two Cleveland State economists
who have been studying the con-
dition of higher education in Ohio
recently discovered a startling fact.
For every student dollar contributed
toward tuition and fees in public in-
stitutions Ohio has only contributed
$2.32; this fall significantly short of
the national average of $4.22. More
disillusioning is the fact that this
trend has not varied in 30 years.
In noting that this failure in meet-
ing public needs is not going to be
reversed overnight, Gilligan stated
that his administration is taking
steps to reverse the trend. He is
proposing an increase of one billion
dollars in the spending level of the
PROFESSOR GERRIT ROELOFS is shown carving the roast amidst state, a figure which represents an
guesls at the first annual Gambier community party. last Sunday increase of 50%. Even with this ad-
night justment, Ohio could only rise to
Three plays open at Colburn
by Liesel Friedrich
The Gambier Ensemble Theatre will present
three one-act plays this week-end in Coburn
Hall. The first two plays, BEI\CHES and PAPER
OF HIS BIRTH are by Mlchaal Sostar-lch, a grad,
uate student at Ohio l·niversi~·; the third pro.
ductton will be Chekhov's THE BEAR.
BEI\CHES, directed by Todd Leavitt, is what
can paradoxically be called an existential
comedy. It begins like ZOO STORY with a stark
setting of benches. Sidney. a lunatic bum, (Paul
Schaller) lives on the benches because he be-
lieves that if he steps of!, he will die. Fortunate_
ly, the benches go all around the park so that he
has enough exercise and a friendly policeman
(Michael Dougherty) brings him daily nourish_
ment. Sidney has a very important mission; he
must keep other people off the benches but be-
cause he only works an eight hour day, Arnold,
a stuf(y businessman, (Mark Hofmaier) unwtt,
tingly sits down.
"Paper of his birth" and "The Bear"
Directed by Larry Harbison, PAPER OF HIS
BIRTH is similar in tone to BEi\CHESj it is a
comvinatlon of farce, existentialism and black
comedy. The antagonist, personified by Joe
Finnegan, is the forever ambiguous "they" or
"them"· Mr. Finnegan plays a variety of roles
including desk clerks, janitors and the 'boss
man." Sam Steiner (Larry HarbiSon) needs to
get a birth certificate for his passport so that
he and his wife (Jeanne Patton) can go to Europe..
Sam Steiner has not only lost his original birth
certificate, but his name was somehow never re.,
corded on the files.
Chekhov's THE BEAR is directed and per_
formed by Colleen Kelly, Dan Wilson and Tim
Welsh. The play is set on a Russian estate
where a young woman (Miss Kelly) is in mourn-
ing for her husband. She is cared for by one of
her old servants (Tim Welsh) but the action
involves a ruffian (Dan Wilson) who appears and
demands the immediate payment of an old debt
of the dead husband.
Their current production, the three one;
act plays, will be performed this Friday and
Saturday, April 30 and May 1, at 8:30 in Coburn
Hall. Admission is SOC for allj tickets are
available at Peirce and Gund Commons or at
the door.
30th place in the ranking of public
service expenditures by the states.
This assumes, also, that the General
Assembly will accept his budget.
Gilligan commented on the decision
to begin a fortification of public
services by stating, "It is a painful
process, as everybody knows, to try
and catch the pack when you've fallen
that far behind."
For the remainder of the session
the Governor turned his attention to
the specific educational needs in
Ohio and the program he is trying
to implement. Gilligan primarily
laid the blame for Ohio's educational
crisis on increased enrollment
coupled with growing costs and the
weakening of Ohio's private college
system.
Con2inued on Page 3
KPA Photo Show
The Kenyon Photographic
Association will conduct a con-
ted and exhibit similar in
form to tha.t sponsored by Ihe
COLLEGIAN. The Associa-
tion hopes that any member
of the community will enter.
and especially welcomes those
photographs not enreeed in the
COLLEGIAN eentesa,
For details on the enlry and
judging. the Associalion re-
quests interested people to
consull possers around campus.
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~/ Opinion
Too much disinterest
The Dean and some members of Student Council have sug-
gested that the Publications Board needs disinterested people
in its membership. ThE' COLLEGIAN feels that disinterest is
one thing publications already have in abundance.
The Pub Board critics claim that by placing people on the
Board who have no direct stake in the action, objectivity will
emerge, supposedly along with higher quality publicationsfl. Per-
haps they are referring to the objective interest displayed by the
Council in drawing less than ten of its members to the Pub
Board discussion. On the other hand, we must vote that there
was a great number of editors, present and future, in attendance.
Alas, all the dinner table mud-slinging about publications
has finally surfaced into something constructive; Council might
introduce legislation to change the membership of Pub Board
by taking away seats from "unobjective" editors and advisors.
Real progress.
It seems, according to one critic at last Sunday's meeting,
that present board members are hestitant to drop the ax on any
one of their members because it puts their own self-interests in
a precarious position. Outside of being false, as evidenced by the
Board's action this year on one of its members, this criticism
presupposes that editors have some great personal profit to safe-
guard by their inaction.
Unlike publication staffs at large universities those at Ken-
yon carry little monetary reward, no academic credit, and
certainly little prestige; in short people take on publications be-
cause they want to do the work not to amass profit.
We therefore, suggest that before council consider rernov-
ing the few sincerely interested people on the Board, they should
realize that it is the general apathy surrounding publications
that keeps them "elitest" and of "cereal box" mentality. 'Only
contribution and involvement will upgrade publications at Ken-
yon; Peirce lounge ego-tripping on Sunday nights, like talk, is
cheap.
False complacency
Barring a rerun of last May's activities, the current aca-
demic year will be remembered as one of great student complac-
ency. The year has seen student acceptance of solutions to many
of the traditional problems.
Womens hours, for instance, long a topic of student clam-
Dring, have been absorbed by the sweeping Sectional Autonomy
legislation. Breakfast hours have been extended in the commons,
attendance at assemblies is no longer required, the housing
policy seems much fairer, and the library has even extended
its hours to 2 am.
The settlement of old problems is also evident in the de-
corum and relative inactivity of Student Council this year.
But from under the surface, from time to time, new prob-
lems are revealing themselves. Many of them are miniscule, and
others unwieldy, but all of them belie the great state of flux. in
which Kenyon finds itself.
One of these problems is the drudgery issue which surfaced
and died, but is still around despite the effort to come together
on the topic through departmental meetings. Other troubles
remain as well; the social situation, though somewhat improved,
needs urgent attention.
Around these two concerns runs the entirety of student
life. Illness in academics and social life is symptomatic cf a
general breakdown in the communal nature of Kenyon College.
What must be considered the greatest illness, that of stu-
dent indifference and failure to perceive new problems, the re-
tiring editors bequeath to their successors.
The Keny~n Collegian
A Journal of Student Opinion
Gambin. Ohio 43022 (614) 421.2244, nt. 289'
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Its hard to image what those years
were like when Kenyon was
synonymous with the most brilliant
critical school in America; when
each summer it played host to such
luminaries as Allen Tate, Cleanth
Brooks, Austin Warren, William
Empson and headed, o! course, by
John Crowe Ransom. Talking to
Anthony Hecht, the Pulitzer Prize
winning poet, who was a student at
these summer sessions and a




"The school of letters was heavily
academic." Mr. Hecht remember's
Ransom taught a course in literary
theory, and William Empson, who
was writing "The Structure or Com-
plex Words" would read the chap-
ters as he finished them. Almost
every night there would be an in-
rormar Jecture In Peirce Hall. What
did they do for recreation? Prof.
Coffin would play lawn bowling with
the students and serve lemonade.
"Everything was very casual," Mr.
Hecht remembers, but nothing was
easy.
In 1946 Hecht was a special stu-
dent, having graduated from Bard.
Itwas then that he met Ransom, who
he described as a nearly ideal
teacher. "He was marvelous in a
very special way. Some students be-
lieve that a professor should put on
a real vaudeville performance.'
Ransom did not, he was always
courteous, he worked slowly with
The Rolling Stones have a new
album out and it's a bitch! Itappears
on their new label, Rolling Stones
records which is distributed -by
Atco Records of the Atlantic family.
All the tunes are new. The single
"Brown Sugar" b/w "Bitch" is
here as is "Wild Horses.' Also
included in this all..studto set are
great sell-effacement. "He did
nothing deliberately exciting" Ran-
som's method was to let the poem
talk lor itself, let that be the center
o! interest. He would never stand be-
tween the poem and the student.
Ransom knew all the students by
their first names, and when calling
on them would quietly say "Yes,
John," or "Yes, Bill." But since
Mr. Hecht was a Transfer student,
and Mr. Ransomdidn'tknowhimthat
long, he would always call him "Mr.
Hecht." "After class one day Iwent
up 10 him and I asked .him if he
would please call my Tony. But Mr.
Ransom is one of those men who
doesn't take liberties until he thinks
he deserves them. and it was at
least six weeks before he began to
call me by my first name."
School owed debt
to John Crowe Ransom
It was at that point that Mr. Hecht
said, "If there was a Kenyon school,
not only of poets, but of novelists,
and critics, it was because so many
people learned so many things from
Mr. Ransom."
"There are myths and myth-
makers" said Mr. Hecht; when he
arrived Lowell and Jarrell had come
and gone, the real myth was a stu-
dent who walked up and downmiddle
path, and after reading a page, feel-
ing that he had absorbed it all, rip-
ped it out.
I asked him what made him ad-
mire a poet, "Two things really, if
they du somethlng I've always wanted
to do, and ",'as never able, or itthey
do something I've never dreamed of
doing." He also feels that readers
today, and poets do not appreciate
technical virtuosit;y enough. "There
are some lovely songs by Campion
and Jonson. They aren't deep philo.
sophlcal poems, but not every poem
has to be a great poem, that onJ,y




"Yau know that Allen Ginsburg and
Gary Snyder were here two weeks
ago; what do you think of their
work?"
"Well, you must admit there is
something appealing about a ooetwho
pumioly entertains doubts acouc
wheteher he's writing poetry or not
as Ginsburg has done even though in
private he might believe that he's
writing the best damn poetry ever.
There's something appealing in
that. "
"And ,Mr. Snyder?"
"His earlier work, thoseunpreten,
sious poems about Calil'ornia were
alright, but now he thinks he has
found the root to eternal truth. His
last book, "Regarding Wave" is
filled with fake pedantry, and etymo,
logies that are Incorrect/And later,
while talking about ritual inverse,"
"Mr. Snyder is as foolish as JuHan
the Apostate who tried to refntro,
duce paganism back into Rome."
I talk to him about the religious
quality in his own poetry but he had
to leave to meet his old teacher and
friend John Ransom.
"Sticky Fingers" Stones' hit
"Sway," "Can't You Hear Me
Knocking," "I Got The Blues,"
''Sister Morphine," "Dead
Flowers," and "Moonlight Mile,"
plus the only non-Jagger-Richard
composition - "You Gotta Move" -
a striking recreation of the style
and sound of one a! today's eminent
critique
Delta-Blues singers, Fred Mc.,
Dowell.
The Stones aregettingfartherback
into Rock 'n Roll in the tradition of
Chuck Berry. But much o! the album
has the rauneh style o! "HonkyTonk
Women" combined with a kind of
Soul flavor. "Can't You Hear Me
Knocking' features some or the
most unusual jamming the Stones
have ever done-Jazz oriented with
country trimmings.
Mlck Jagger does some guitar
playing of little consequence and
Bobby Keys (Sax). Jim Pr-iee rtrum-
pet) and Ry Cooder (Slide Guitar)
make guest appearances.
The albums only weak spots come
from the Stones imitations of other
styles. I never thought I'd live to see
the Stones imitate anybody. Just a
note on the packaging. The cover
was designed' by Andy Warhol and
features a picture of a pair o! jeans
with a zipper that really works.
Sticky Fingers promises to be, o!
course, a huge seller but I'll buY it
'cause the Stones, if I can make one
subjective opinion, are the greatest
rock group on Earth.
Leslie FradJdn
letters to the editor
To the Editor:
1 am writing this as a member of
the student-faculty curriculum com-
mittee to give some opinions on the
proposed changes in the curriculum
for next year, As a senior, IwilJ be
unaffected by these changes, but I
feel that students who will be here
next year ought to be made aware of
some of the ramifications and tm,
plications of the proposed revisions.
1. It is being proposed that the pre-
sent guided elective system be
scrapped, in favor ot a divisional
approach. Under this plan, a student
could go through four years here and
avoid courses in at least one and
perhaps even two whole divisions.
In this case, Kenyon would lose her
place as an institution designed to
provide a "liberal education."
2. There are two student members
on this committee, butlknowthatwe
cannot speak for the student popu-
Iatlon as a whole. It is up to you to
speak with your professors about
this proposal, ami let them knowhow
you feel. The changes are subject to
a vote at the faculty meeting of May
3, so if you have someting to say,
do it now!
~. On an issue as serious and
signil'icant as a major overhaul of
the curriculum, much more time
should be allowed for discussion, by
both faculty and students. It seems
improper to try and push through
such a proposal at the tail end of
the school year, when most people
are involved in papers and finals
and cannot give the matter proper
consideration.
It has never been made really clear
what is wrong with the notion of
course or units. It seems that this
system has worked well at Kenyon
in the past. In brief, before any
action should be taken on this pro-
posal there should be a good deal
more clarification of issues.
In short, this proposal affects




We have, after several weeks of.
thoughtful consideration, come upon
the individual who, by his life-long
devotion and outstanding con-
tributions, has shown himself to be
a man of unimpeachable honor and
integrity, as well as a person of
trulync usual consequence. Wesub-
mit that the Co_ordinate College be
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Controversial college plan detailed by Gilligan
Continued. from Page 1 I
With regard to enrollment, a ten
year period ending in autumn of 1970
saw the total student enrollment in
Ohio schools leap from 175,000 to
375,000. It is essential to note that
within this time span the enrollment
in public colleges and universities
grew from 96,000 to 280,000; while
private schools only increased their
population from 80,000 to 94,000.
The obvious implication is that pri.
vate schools are being taken out of
competition by excessive costs and
the public institutions are being
pushed beyond their ideal capacity.
Gilligan accentuated the crisis by
recalling that, "when we came into
ornce three months agotherewasn't
a single president of a private col-
lege in Ohio who was willing topre;
diet that his college would be operat-
ing ten years from now."
Major objectives
of Ohio Plan
Stating his major objectives by
proposing the Ohio Plan, Gilligan
listed: finding new sources of
revenue for education, removing
economic barriers that prevent
qualified people from attending col-
lege, and keeping the private col-
leges in operation.
The specifics of the Ohio Plan seek
to achieve these ends in a variety
of ways. To reduce the cost of ecc-
cation, to obtain funds for tuition to
students and to provide money for
the maintenance! of Ohio's edu-
cational facilities, the Ohio Plan
graduates can expect to earn in their
lifetime a minimum of $100,000 or
more than those with only a high
school diploma. Thus, students
whose state-assfsted education en-
abled them to increase their future
earning potential would be asked to
repay a small yearly amount, to be
used by the state for higher edu-
cation purposes.
To make certain, however, that a
unreasonable burden is not imposed
on any student, a maximum obliga-
tion limited to three times the
average four year under graduate
subsidy would be established. This
would amount to a maximum Jiabilit;y
of less than $15,000. Other provisos
allow for lapse of payment when a
person becomes disabled, or for a
woman who marries alter graduation
Although President Caples feels that Ken-
yon will not directly benefit from the private
college provisions in the Ohio Plan, he feels
that the entire proposal is an "imaginative"
enterprise.
One of the President's greatestcommenda-
none of the Ohio Plan is that it makes large
state universities accountable to their
clientele. At present, Caples explained in a
COLLEGIAN interview, many students find
themselves in state schools through economic
necessity rather than personal choice. He be.,
lieves the Ohio Plan will return a qualitative
element in the selection oC a college for Ohio
students, regardless of their family income.
This is accomplished, said the President,
by putting many of the higher cost private col-
leges back in competition with state universi-
ties. According to the Ohio Plan students who
attend public institutions must obligate them-
selves to repay the subsidy provided for them
by the state to attend that school. Thus, many
individuals may now elect to pay an initially
higher tuition at a private school rather than
repay a state subsidy after graduation Crom a
state univer-sity.
Caples' main criticism
Caples' main criticism of the Ohio Plan
centers around the Contract Cor Services Pro ,
'Vision. This facet or the Ohio Plan allows the
Board of Regents to purchase instructional
services from private institutions and then
place graduates Crom public two-year colleges
in them for the same tuition they paid at the
provides that students attending pu-
blic four year unlveraities and grad,
uate schools obligate themselves to
repay to the state the amount of the
subsidy the state has provided for
them to attend that institution.
In the case of a student seeking a
BA degree this would amount to
approximately $3500 for the four
year period beginning in September
1971. Repayment of the obligation
would not begin until the student
finished school and earned at least
$7500 per year. Generally, repay-
ment would be made upon the follow.
ing schedule: 2% of a person's in-
come minus $100. If the subsidy is
not repaid by the time 30 years has
elapsed the remainder would befor.,
given.
The Ohio Plan anticipates that in-
centives may be introduced by orrer.,
ing lower paybacks to people who
enter less prestigious occupations
like medical practice in ghetto
areas. Surveys show that college
It is a painful process, as everybody knows, to try
and catch the pack when you've fallen thot far behind.
Caples said that if we would be permitted
to handpick graduates from junior colleges
according toourpresentadmissions standards,
the plan could be very appealing and profitable
for Kenyon.
President Caples also said that he agreed
with J1e Governor that the two year colleges in
the state can and must meet a specific edu.,
cattonat need in the state. For those students
who are solely interested in acquiring an edu-
cation these facilities can provide it without
the costly extras of a residential college. Also,
the more eUicient useoCthese twoyear schools
can offer financial relief to families with many
children strce the slate will not require a sub-
sidy payback for the years spent at them.
In addition the high rateoCattritionatpublic
four year institutions can be lowered by en-
couraging many people who normally
REPRESENTATIVES from college and universily newspapers throughout the stare ga:lhered around
the conference table al Governor Gilligan's request :10 hear :lhe specifics of his proposed Ohio Plan.
Pic:lured 10 Gilligan's righl is Bob Cicile, :lhe governor's educational aide.
and becomes a homemaker with no
income.
In order to attract students to the
now untilled community colleges and
relieve four year institutions of
some pressure, the Ohio Plan states
that students who attend two-year
public institutions do not have to re-
pay the subsidy for those first two
years. They mly begin incurring
obligation when they transfer to a
four year university under state
subsidy.
Contract for services
to help private colleges
Another major aspect of the Ohio
Plan, one which directly involves
Ohio's private colleges is the Con-
tract for Services Provision. IIap-
proved, this aspect of the program
would allow the Ohio Board of Re-
gents to enter into contracts for the
purchase of instructional services
from private colleges and umver-
stties. Under the provision, a stu-
dent transferring from a publicly
sponsored two year college would be
able to attend a private institution
his final two years at the same
tuition cost. IT the private college
agreed to charge the student the
same amount of tuition as he would
pay at the public institution, the
State of Ohio would then pay the prt.,
vate college the same amount of sub-
sidy which would have beenprovided
to the public school.
According to the text of the Ohio
Plan, the advantages of this pro-
vision are "apparent" since it will
encourage continued operation at
private colleges while at the same
Caplesexpresses reservations
But calls Ohio Plan imaginative
junior college. The objective ot this provision
is too utilize more profitable the existing pr-i;
vate facilities.
The specific objection made by Caples is
that the legislation as now drafted allows the
Regents to place whomever they want in the
private colleges after contracting the latters'
services. The President claims that for many
private institutions this would not be a detre.,
ment; however, Kenyon could never allow stu,
dents to transfer in without going through the
customary admissions procedure. He feels it
would be unfair to those students already here
and to the institution to risk a lapse in the
quality of the student body by this arbitrary
placement by the Regents.
Plan could work here if...
President William G. Caples
drop out to drop out at home. Furthermore,
community schools make large capital Invest;
ments Cor dormitories and dining facilities un-
necessary.
Continued on Page 6
time broaden opportunities for stu-
dents.
The last major provision of the
Ohio Plan is the routing of ap-
proximately $111.5 million dollars
from state retirement systems to
student loans for education. These
funds representing a mere 3% of the
total retirement system would be
administered by the Ohio Student
Loan Commission in amounts oC up
to $1000 per year at 7% interest.
If the student's family income was
less than $15,00') he could obtain that
loan without any demonstration of
need; above that income level the
need element would be considered.
As another source for student
loans, the Ohio Plan contains se-
parate legislation requesting that the
state be allowed to issue $500 million
in revenue bonds. The bonds would
then be paid for from the proceeds
of principle and interest repaid by
students.
Since the earliest date at which a
constitutional amendment for re-
venue bonds could be voted on is
November, 1971, the retirementfund
money would have to used intially
if aid was to be available "this tall
for students.
Plan daring,
~ut a step forward
Gilligan admits that the plan is
daring and that it scares many peo-
ple, not the least of whom are state
univeralty presidents. These ad-
ministrators would much sooner just
receive more money from the state
and,go on spending, notrealizingthe
difficulties involved in raising
money for education in legislatures.
Specifically, Gilligan cites the fact
that only 3% of the states population
utilizes the educational facilities _
even the welfare program has a
larger constituency _ and thus edu;
cation sometimes loses out when in
competition for state funds with
other budgets.
II it is difficult to generate great
financial support for public educa;
tion in Ohio, it is even harder toget
the legislature behind private edu-
cation. Gilligan stated that "we have
a terrible time trying to justify going
whole hog with the private colleges
when we haven't even got the pro,
gram into the public eoueees.» The
governor voiced this remark in re.,
spouse to a suggestion that his plan
be applied to all four years ot pr-i;
vate education. He later added that
for political reasons _ to make the
plan more palatable' atnrst-ne was
trying to throw just "half a lifejac_
ket" to the private colleges.
In prodding the assembled editors
to action, Gilligan conceded to the
possible imperfections of the plan,
but added that nothing ever gets done
when "the perfect is made the enemy
of the good."
by Sam Barone
Water beds will not be per-
mitted for usage in men's
residence halls unless per-
mission is granted by the
Director of Residence Halls.
Students will have to accept
full financial responsibility
for all building damage
which is attributable to
usage of these beds.
James R. lombard
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McGo\Nan recalls his years
by Linda Urban
At the endoftbis 1970-71 academic
year, Mr. Stuart McGowan, pro-
fessor of American history and
political science will retire. In the
following interview, proressor Mc-
Gowan recounts some of the
memorable times of his long af-
filiation with Kenyon.
COLLEGIAN: Just howmanyyears
have you been at Kenyon?
McGOWAN; 46 years. I first came
here in 1924 as a freshman. After
graduation I was away for a year in
'29 and then came back at the In-
vitation of President Peirce, to be
easentially an Assistant to the Pre-
sident. I had been attending gradu-
ate school at Western Reserve
University. And if you can remember
correctly there was such a thing as
a stock market crash and jobs were
not easy, nor money easy. Notbeing
in any position to quibble in such
circumstances, I took the job and
received an excellent renumerative
salary of $1200 a year __aconslder-
able salary in those days.
COLLEGIAN: What sort of work





The Kenyon College Departmentof
Drama will be offering something
unusual in the way of Commence-
ment weekend entertainment.
"Three Ghost Plays" by Kenyon
alumnus, Peter Taylor, will feature
the acting and directing of faculty
members Harlene Marley, James
Michael, and James Patterson. Pro-
Cessor Daniel Parr will design the
settings and lighting, while David
Jaffe, Lisa Myers, and James Price
head the list of undergraduate per_
formers.
Peter Taylor'S work is wellimown
at Kenyon, since his play "A Stand
in the' Mountains" was produced
here in 1968. Mr. Taylor also has
been hailed as one of America's
most prominent shortstorywriters,
receiving numerous awards includ-
ing the O. Henry Award, Gug-
genheim, Rockefe lIer, and Full-
bright Fellowships, and an award
from the National Academy of Arts
and Letters. Now a professor of
English at the University ofVirginia,
Mr. Taylor studied at Kenyon lUlOOr
Professor Emeritus, John Crowe
Ransom.
The three plays to be presented
May 27, 28, and 29, are "Two
Images," "A Father and a Son,"
and "Missing Person." The mem-
bers of the Drama department fa_
cult;y have undertaken the production
of tbe plays as a special project
outside of the regular season. They
have been working on them on a
tentative basis since September, but
now it is definite that they will be
performed. Many non_student as
well as students have vollUlteered as
actors and stage personnel.
Graduating Seniors ana their
families and guests will have ad-
vance sale privileges from May 3
to 15, after which tickets will be sold
without preference. All tickets are
$2.00 for the 8:30 Thursday and Fri-
day performances and the 9:00 Sat-
urday show.
McGOWAN:My job as Assistantto
the President, was something that
Kenyon College delights in doing in
giving titles, but little else. It really
meant that I was a handyman to the
President. My excuse for being here
was really the fact that at that time
there was a course in American his-
tory required for all juniors. It was
the President's lecture course;
being the President, he was gone arot
trying to raise money, etc. When he
was gone, I had to take the course
over--that's when Lgotmy "baptism
of fire."
COLLEGIAN: What are some of
your memories of the depression
era? How did it affect Kenyon?
McGOWAN: It was relatively hard
for a large number of students from
their point of view. The students
with financial problems were re-
lieved, of course, by the govern-
mental programs. Enrollment went
down ... money was tight.
In 1930, I was appointed instructor
of history. When the faculty took a
20% salary cut, I was fortunate
enough--due to mypromotion--tobe
left with the same salary as before.
During this time I was a bachelor;
I lived with the Coffins at the house
now Imown as the Art Annex next to
the Alumni House. Being originalJ,y
from Cleveland, t met my wife there
in 1934 and I managed to talk her
into marrying me. It was rather a
problem since she was making more
money than I. She didn't believe that
I should quit and I1veofCherincome,
so she came here. I was then the
youngest member of the faculty, but
fortunateJ,y for our social_life, Pro_
fessor Titus and his wife came here
in '33. The next youngest faculty
member must have been in hismid-
forties. It was a small faculty and
very formal in their social ap-
proaches.
COLLEGIAN: What were these so-
cial approaches like?
McGOWAN: It was mostly what I
call "Bridge Tournament." As a
bachelor, I was highJ,yuseful to the
President's wife. Whenever some-
one declined an invitation and she
couldn't get a fourth, well I was then
tapped on tbe shoulder. I saw the
handwriting on the wall and I ac-
cepted.
COLLEGIAN: What was your
teaching career like during this per-
iod?
COLLEGIAN Interview
_McGOWAN: It was very enjoyable
teaching despite the fact that tbe
money was hardly overwhelming. I
really had no intention in staying for
any length of time .. .1 just thought
it would be fun. I had intended to go
to law school. I had my teaching
career interrupted when President
Chalmers wanted a registrar. 1then
became registrar from 1937until tbe
time Mr. Kushan replaced me in '63
or '64.
In 19<15,I was appointed Dean of
Students and stopped teaching. IWlLs
Dean through the years 1945_47, tbe
time when the post world war sw_
dents hit the campus. It was rather
a traumatic experience. I was ab-
solutely enthused when Dean Ed-
wards got to take over.
COLLEGIAN: What was it like
being Dean then; how were you treat-
ed by the swdents?
McGOWAN: Of course it was then
when I got my niclmame, which
comes in a large measure Cromthat
delightful television eharacter-cmy
niclmame was "Stu Magee.'
Needless to say, I was very happy
to resign in 1947 and to get back to
active teaching.
COLLEGIAN: Who were some of
your more famous students?
McGOWAN; Well, I taught Paul
Newman. He was a very good stu-
dent. Paul was a very interesting
student, II. very interesting person
in himself but in addition to that he
lived in II. barracks down by the
freshmen dormitories as they are
now. These were specifical1yforthe
ex-GJ.s who were quite a lively
group, they had their own ideas.
Olaf Palme lived there too, hewas
also II. student o:f mine. He was one
of the brightest students I had ever
taught. Considering the fact he had a
language difficulty, he came to Ken-
yon and made all A's. Jonathan
W inters, I can also remember. While
Dean, I had to tell him that he just
wasn't making the grades suitable
for a Kenyon student. Though I never
Stuart Rice McGowan
heard it, students back then told me
that he had quite an imitation ofme.
He didn't stay here very long.
COLLEGIAN: How would you com-
pare the smdents of the fifties with
the current college generation?
McGOWAN: Well, its always been
said that the students back then didn't
really have much of a voice in any-
thing, that they didn't care what was
happening politically, that they were
a complacent generation. I cannot
agree with this generalization in
speaking of the Kenyon students
back then. During the McCarthy
trials, the students here were very
much involved and very concerned
with what was happening.
COLLEGIAN: What significant
changes have you seen since the
opening of the Coordinate College?
McGOWAN: Well I think it has all
been to the better. They should have
had women students here years ago.
COLLEGIAN: Have you any retire_
ment plans?
We made the move to the big city_
Mt. Vernon _ not too long ago. We'll
probably stay there for awhile. As to
retirement, to me it means not so
much what I'm going to do, but
rather, all that I'm not going tohave
to do.
I do want to say this, I've spent
many enjoyable years here at Kenyon
and I guess I have always loved being
a teacher. I'll put it like this--the
greatest reward in being a teacher
is seeing a freshman come here,
watching him struggle through four
years, and then Imowing that when
he graduates from this place __he
really Imows how to read and write.
~erusalem.Pt.2
by Mark Gokl.lll:ein. in Israel
There is a deepJ,y rooted shame in the thought that six million Jews
could be led, passive as lambs, to Hiller's altars. The Jewish atero,
types are scrupulously avoided; The worker before the thinkers, the
farmer before the scholar, the soldier honored more than the philo..
sopher ; the change is no less than revolutionary. Its foundation is
fundamental and ultimately misleading.
The soldier before the philosopher becomes the soldier instead of
the philosopher; action substitutes Cor thought. :rhis has not ha~pened
in Israel bat the danger is inherent. Annexatio:usts shout security but
stop their ears when the demographic problem is raised - how can
Israel incorporate another 600,000 Arabs?
OrthOdox groups lobby for their particular brand of religious
partisanship without providing the spiritual leadership or instruction
that make their dictates welcome.
The other extreme is potentially as damaging. Thoughtwithout action
is a null state, a "gesture without motion." Her al wrote, "If you will
it (the state), it is no fantasy," A dream without the will to act re-
mains fantasy.
Israel has been willed into being. Itremainshowever, for the scholar
to be linked ,~qually with the worker, the soldier and the philosopher.
Israel's goal should be Athens, uot Sparta. At the present, Israel's
reality is somewhere between the two.
Keeping within character, it cornea as no surprise that the Hebrew
University is a stoltd.faeed institution designed to turn out scientists
and high grade clerks. At least half at the Hebrew University are
majoring in Statistics. At best, the University atmosphere is charged
with political sparks emanating from maximalist-minimalist debates.
At worst, it is a tiresome lecture hall where one breaks the dull drone
oC academics by endless rounds of coffee, frisbee in the grass and the
almost nightly parade or second-run movies.
Though the worker remains an unehalfenged social hero, Israeli
youth are more concerned that their parents about material things,
Heehalutz, the pioneering sp~_ritthat motivated their parents to leave
Europe for a life of farming in Israel, is on the wane ..
The system (If communal settlements known as the Kibbutz move,
ment is the major source of Heehalutz spirit. Although the movement
in generalis decreasing in influence as waves o~new immigrants (lock
to the cities and develo::>:n~nttowns, its influence at the present time
is well out of orccorticn to its size. A fraction of the country's popu-
lation (3.5%), Kibbutzniks and former Kibbutzniks composehalfof Golda
Meir's kitchen cabinet _ including the Prime Minister herself. Kib-
butzniks are similarly represented in the xneeset, Israel's Parliament,
in the air force as pilots and as officers and paratroopers in the army.
New immigration is also carrying on the Hechalutz tradition though
in more novel rorms. Western immigrants (chiefly from England,
Canada and the us.i are exprim(!ntingwith urbanKibbut:tim. Religious
"hippies" from the U.s. have started a vegetarian Kibbutz called
Gezer not far from Jerusalem. Last, two tamedyed_in_the_woolfreaks
have set up a commlIDity in the Negev-desert which is protected from
guer-illas by Fahal, 'the Israeli army. As a token, the thriving com,
munity was christened' Fahals' Little Baby.
Mea Shea rim described
Mea Shearim is uoro Parker wiutamsburewrtncurciw ordinances.
Bathrooms _ and kitchens _ are frequently outside the living quarters.
The inhabitants live in religious slums - the earth must accede to
their demands. Cars may notpasstllrough thetr quarter on the Sabbatll.
Like a virgin defending chastiQ', a chain is stretched between poles
to keep vehicles out. On the walls of Mea Shearim are identications or
Israeli autopsies. Israeli is misspelled.
A small boy in short pants and flesh colored knee socks wraps his
long sidelocks in an embracing curl. He rlUlS by. ("Look Master, a
religious caterpillar,") It is always witll a sense of anger that I hear
some Christian point them out as "religious" Jews. The stereotype
of tlle Jew, bearded with long coats and sidelocks, strummel capped or
else willi ill_fitting black hat. I feel an alien to their communit;y.
}{far Chabad is more attractive. The Lubavitcher Chasidim sing
red rain into the grey slime. David, afellow student, saw the light and
"converted." Mea Shearim is different. The number or beggars!
Montefiore raged against them - men must work in the Holy Land!
One beggar attracts us (I am in a group) as we dismount the steps
of a Yeshiva. A cripple, amidgetwithbroken feet. He taps my arm and
o;lxtendshis own palm.
- Kesef, he says. Money
- We are not rich.
-I'll take a check, he says.
I give him a polUld and leave him blessing us as we escape down·
stairs.
College Chex
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The Kenyon tennis team extended
its winning streak to three with a
victory over Capital Unfverstty
Tuesday. The Lords dropped only
one set as they smashed the Cru-
saders 9-0.
During the weekend the Lords tra-
veled to Wooster to participate in
the GLCA Tournament. There the
Kenyonnetter-s finished a respect-
able fifth out of eleven teams with
10 points. Kalamazoo swept the meet
with victories in even category. For
Kenyon, Preston Lentz, Pete Nor-
ling, and Topper Pennington reached
the semi-finals in singles com-
petition, while Norling and Dave
Johnston made the semis indoubles.
The doubles teams of Lentz andBob
Elsner, and Mark Lowery and Ed
Gentzler also added to Kenyon's
score by reaching the quarter-finals
of the competition.
With the OAC championship
matches only two weeks away the
Lords sport a 3~3 record in con-
ference competition. However, the
three early season losses are not
indicative of Kenyon'S strengths.
The additional weeks ofpractice and
Coach Dick Sloan's shuffling of the
team have improved the netters' re-
cent performances. The pairings of
Norling and Johnston at second dou.,
ble s and Lowery and Gentzler at
third doubles have given the Lords
experience in those positions. The
next few matches may be important
indications of the Kenyon team's
performance in the conference
tourney.
On Saturday, the Lords tackle
Ashland College at home at 1:00,.
The scores of Tuesday's match at
Capital were Lentz (K) over Barbor
6-1, 6-3. Johnston (K) over Knauff
6_0, 6-0; l\orling (K) over Baker
6-4,6_4; Lowery (K) over Longe.B,
6_2, 6-1; Pennington (K) over
Briegel 6-0, 6_0, and Gentzler (K)
over Lohnes 6-0, 6_1. In doubles,
the scores were Lentz andPenning-
ton (K) over Barber and Baker 6_1,
6_1, Johnston and Norting (K)over
Knauff and Long 8-6, 6-3, and
Gentzler and Lowery (K) over
Briegel and Lohnes 6_1, 6-2.
PERRY LENTZ AND DAVE JOHNSTON. two members
as they prepare for the OAC tourney two weeks away.
Diamondmen
by Art Underwood
After losing three straight games
this past week, the Lord Baseball
team has evened its season record
at 5-5 and is now 3_4 in the Ohio
Conference.
On Tuesday, the Lords just
couldn't get the hits together and lost
4-0 to the Tigers of Wittenberg.
The home team scored once in the
4th inning, twice in the 5thandonce
in the 8th, totaling up six hits and
two errors, Kenyon had more hits
(7, 2 (rom Bill Gorski) and less
errors (only 1) than the Tigers, but
they weren't able to take advantage
of their opportunities. Losing
pitcher Dierenfeld, now 3_2, did a
fine job, limiting a team which had











Send her the _-=--~
FTDBigHug Bouquet early.
Last Friday, the Lords had one of
their worst days in terms of errors
as they traveled to a loss at the
hands of the ML Vernon Nazarene
team, 3_2, in 10 innings. The Cou-
gars of Mt. Vernon came up with
four hits, as opposed to five for
of Kenyon's tennis team, practice their form
lose 3 games
Kenyon; but the deciding factor was
the Lord's five errors against the
Cougar's one. The third inning was
when the mistakes came. The first
man up for Mt. Vernon walked, and
the second bunted. This bunt, through
two spectacular errors, developed
Golfers split, 1- 1
by Fred Williams
The Kenyon College Golf team,
nearing the end of its spring sched-
ule, met with one success and one
failure last week playing against
Ohio Conference opponents. The
Lords were able to beat Baldwin-
Wallace easily (13 1/2-6 1/2) but
lost a close match to the new con-
ference power Mount Union (11_9).
In medal play Kenyon was able to
beat B_W quite handily but Mount
Union edged the home golfers by
three strokes (495_498).
On MondayJim Zak's squad visited
Granville for the annual Denison In-
vitational. Although not important in
Ohio Conference standings, this
tournament has a algntticance all Its
own. To begin with, it brings all of
the conference teams together in
preparation for the upcoming cham-
pionship, Secondly it gives the
golfers a chance to play over the
plush 6400 yard Granville Inn GoJr
Continued on Page 6
220 record holder
Sports have not taken
a back seat with Letts
by Paula Siegel
George Letts, a freshman from
Chesterland, Ohio started running
when he was five years old and from
his accumulation of records, events,
and other honors it appears that he
hasn't stopped since. Getting orrtoa
good start, George's uncle, once
holder of the 440 recordatSyracuse
University, taughthim the fine points
of running.
Since then George gathered awards
in high school and was offered track
scholarships at the University of
Cincinnatti and Miami of Ohio.How-
ever, he came to Kenyon for the
education and the people he had met
here.
That does not mean, though, that
sports have taken a back seat. The
440 yard relay, 100 yard <lash,220
yard dash, the long jump, and oc-
casionally the miie reiay also at-
tract a good deal of George'S at-
tention.
At Kenyonhe holds records in the
indoor 55 yard dash with a 5.9 and
the indoor 300 yard dash with a 32.8
time. At the Indoor Conference meet
George won the 55, and came in
fourth in the 300. Winning the 300
at the GLCAmeet, George also took
second in the 55 yard dash. Sofar in
the outdoor season he has set the
varsity record in the 220witha time
of 22.1.
Besides track, George has next
year's football season to look tor-
ward to, when, as wide receiver, he
will try to break outofthe legendary
shadow of Chris Myers.
into 2 runs for the Cougars. Both
pitchers, Bob Price in hts nrst com.,
plete game (or the Lords and Doug
Savage tor the home team, did fine
jobs of control.
Hiram game
At Hiram last Thursday, the Lords
put up a good fight as they lost 7_6.
Once again, Kenyon had more hits,
13 compared with 11, but the Lords
left eighteen men on base. In the 5th
inning, Dierenfeld, the losing
pitcher, gave up a three-run home
run. Bill Gorski was three for five
for the game, and four other Lords
had two hits each; but they couldn't
get the hits together enough to catch
the Terriers.
This Saturday, Kenyon's youth,
oriented team will face Marietta, the
Conference leaders. The contest will
start in Gambier at 1:00.
.ERIC WATROUS bends the pole
to try to top his 14'1 ~ .. leap last
week.
Watrous vaults to records
by Paula Siegel
To qualify for the NCAA small
college competition is the goal of
Eric Watrous, holder of both the
varsity indoor and outdoor records
and the track indoor andoutdoor re,
cords in the pole vault. Eric, a
sophomore in Psychology, would
need to better his best 14' 11/4"
vault to at least a 14' 10' to quality




""one 393-3986 or 392-5131
660 Howard Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Judging from past experience that
goal might not be too far-fetched.
Eric starting pole-vaulting with his
next-door neighbor, using bamboo
poles, at the tender age of 10.From
there he was steered away from the
event until the middle of his seventh
grade track season, when he vaulted
7'6" on his first try. After that Eric
held every pole-vaulting record his
class had to offer, excepting his
junior year in high school.
So far at Kenyon)Eric has placed
among the top 6 in the GLCAmeet
, .J'~~_:"~_"'"
FRESHMAN RECORD HOLDER George Letts shows his unusual
form breezing past the finish nee.
IDOrl.cV'll
o
.fill" {1~I~i"3 .".0 Y'uu;.::..i"S'
V'~11 Our' Cellor"
For The College Man
On The Go
Featuring "Levi,",
"Ec roh and "Haggar"
in his Freshman year and this year.
In the Indoor andOutdoor Conference
meets he has placed seventh both
last year and tnts year. Also, Eric
picked up another seventh in this
season's OACrelays.
In short, it he keeps traveling in
this direction, and doesn't lose the
plug of his pole down a rabbit hole,
as he did last year at Benson Bowl,
Eric Watrous may be one of the few
Kenyon trackmen to qualify for the
big NCAAmeet.
REWARD
My falher is offering a reward
for the return of his Retina III
35mm. reflex camera which was
left in Rosse Hall Saturday
morning. April 17.
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Weekend Washington peace march remembered
by Dan Snell :lttendant-~only small groupsofkios someone--20 people on top of anin- the pipe someone offers him--the __and in a moment you realize that
"So you went to the March," he walking rastard already past 10:00-- formation booth, you waiting for its little girls at the ballet studio doing you're not at Washington at all,
said, ''What did you think of it?" starting walking, already being se- roof to give, this guy and girl sitting a piroutte at the windowandflashing you're somewhere else, because the
"I really don't know; I'm like a parated, 3 from 15 is 12, walking, on top licking white powder ex- the peace sign__Read the Militant, spirit and people are the same and
badly run movie projector, the walking never knowing where in pectantly, looking and briefly self- Socialist Worker, Kent Under- Country Joe just came outandyells,
images jumping up and downand not God's name you are because you've congratulatory kissing_~the dust ground; the only paper that tells you "GIMME AN F!"
really being separated _ like being never been there __Coming to the coming up and choking, people mov- everything about the radical move- Finally walking back but feeling
finally calm after a week of upset Ellipse and not even knowing it be- ing packing you into a corner of the ment--wading through inches of dis- somehow incomplete because YOu
stomachs because everybody who cause it looks like a city park filled street, tight-_Marshalls nowhere carded waste whilepeople are giving didn't stay for all of it-_Iosing 2
wanted to go went--sitting on the with kids__the kid with long hair except one in a tree smoking dope out more__the soap suds in the more __butgettingbackfinallytothe
floor of the van for hours, almost holding a huge V.C. nag, brushing with a billy club in his waist--Every- fountain--vendors selling ice cream van with the first aid kit never used
crying because of the number of unintentionally the shoulder ore n.C. body not pushing or shoving but just for a quarter--the sign "Have you and everybody who was lost there
hopeful hitchhikers staring with policeman and you waiting foradis- moving, Having a great time, wish got a spare joint'?" __the few people and the keys there and happy be.
hopeless eyes after we didn't be- tasteCul expression that never came you were here--forming chains be- at one point who had a sign saying cause you're all there together and
cause we couldn't--being quiet at -v'Ihe D.C. Scooter Patrol, 20 or 30 cause everybody wanted to go at Welcome Tools of Hanoi and it was the hitchhikers you picked up wrote
toll booths because you might get of them, and cars and patrol vans once-vLet the organized contingents for us; Jesus, they have guts said a note that made you like them alot,
arrested--finally getting there and and ambulances and seeing miles and go first. No hint of trouble because someone admiringly __passing the and driving back to Arlington, even
to sleep in an old house that was so miles of people stretched outonthat it never even crosses your mind, all building where Efrem Zimbalist okay that you took the wrong road
removed from any city. park that suddenly turned into a around you this mass of people who works and seeing it as an overgrown because all of you are there andno.
If we get separated, call here and stare and masses of people coming are forever linked with you in this office with dirty doors __wondering body got hurt and everybody with
leave a message--telling about ar- down from the Monument and those one moment-- This man in asuitand because the tone of everybody is so you is human and just so great-_
rest (don't resist) ball, all is so banners on poles, it looking like a beard neatly trimmed asking you if different from those words and pic- hugging the peopleatthehousegood.
unreal on such a sunn,yday__driving Chinese street demonstration purge you see the Business Executives tures of pathos and thought in TIME bye sorry to go__getting on the X_
into the city with little trartic ex- except for the dilferent clothes and Contingent.Lit comes and he Is gone for M_Day __finally getting to the way, leaving everything, sad and
cited feeling tinges of possible dis- hair. __Finally getting in line andgoing-- Capitol and seeing solid people from glad, so very ambiguous__people in
appointment--the one with the first Sitting down on the grass, looking seeing the incredible numbers ahead the steps on down.Lthe march just the van sleeping in one mass; stop,
aid kit checking it and remembering at signs, waiting for orders that of you and looking back to no end. disintegrating and everybody going ping for coffee and smiling at each
__parking it onPennsylvania far, far never came--finally moving toward Walking (why do they call it a on the cement and lawn, makingway other and at the other people going
away (Remember WashingtonSquare a corner of the state losing more, March) down Pennsylvania relaxed for more. back--that last stretch that went on
or is it Circle something Washington down to 10__the White House sed- because people are at least happy Showing this guy whose tripping for so long__getting back when pee-
Hospital, Remember it), being denly across the street looking like and not angry__the old guy about 60 really badly the first aid van and ple are still up, oh yeah it's spring
scared because you gave the only a run downplantation; That must be in front chanting 1-2_3_4, We don't being totally scared because he's weekend-cgclng to the dorm and
key to the rented van to a parking the back, No that's the front said want your fucking war and smoking 290 and 7'3" __lying down in the realizing you'll never do this day
grass listening to sirens that always with these people again, smilingthis
turned out to be ambulances--work- time with a sadness--finallydriving
1ng closer to hear better and maybe back back to Ascension and par-k,
even see Abzug or Mrs. King or ing__knowing something, but not
Hartke, waiting for his cosmic plan knowing what--some guy comes up
of truth that turned out to be merely to you at 5:30CorChrissake andasks
"OUT NOW"; having and hearing if the trestle party is on yet--say.
Angela Davis' mother, for Chr1s- Ing you don't know a1l the while
sake, her mother; some Student shouting exuberantly inside that you
Leader, Abernathy, everybody ap_ were there and he wasn't __then
plauding cheering, happy and then wondering if it really happened 00_
they annotmcing an hour later that cause it's Sunday morning in Gam.
Pennsylvania is still full from the bier.
Ellipse and everybody goingbananas
Caples
Continued from Page 3
In short, the President feels the Ohio Plan
makes the user, that is the college student,
pay for the service he is receiving. He agrees
with the Governor that more financial attention
must be given to primary and secondary educa-
tion. This he believes is necessary to meet
children's academic needs in their early class-
room years. Caples cited shocking statistics
revealing the large numbers of children who
fail even to reach the eighth grade.
President Caples, in effect, summarizedhis
remarks on the Ohio Plan by stating that it
forces the people of Ohio to review their edu-
cational resources, to re.estabnsh their
priorities, and to find out what they are paying
for.
President Caples sees the ideal method or
offering greater educational options in another
direction. He feels that the state should offer
its subsidy money in the form of equal al,
locations to each student to use at whatever
institution he chooses. In this way a student
could. attend a better college, his talents per-
mitting, by just paying the larger difference
in tuition if he so desired. Caples pointed to




More teachers than students at City U.
Academic tenure is under fire at the City University of New York, which
has some departments which have more teachers than students. Officials
won't give any statistics, but Seymour Hyman, deputy chancellor, concedes
that "we're stuck with large faculties in some departments with practically
no students." This is directly resultant from the fact that the college ce-
cided to drop most required courses for fr-eshmen and sophomores, which
all but eliminated enrollment insome of the larger departments, particular-
ly in the area of modem languages. The universtty would like to cut back
on the professors in these departments, but can not because of tenure.
These critics of tenure insist that it is costing the taxpayers too much
pboro by MiU'cDonnenfeld money in that tenure inflates college costs and that it is merely a relic of
aft eriD S S fue pas t. Wilmington building seized by blacks
Last Friday, the Wilmington College administration building was oc·
Callison, who won the triple jump cup.ied b;r about thirty black students who pledged to occupy the building
with his record-breaking leap, the until thetr demands were ~et. The blacks took over the building at about
high jump and the long jump' and 3 AM but the campus .remaUledpeaceful and classes went on as scheduled
George Letts who took the 100yard on the ca,?~us. Nopohce wenton campus even though the Wilmington police
dash with a 10.3 time, the 220 yard were not;i1Ied. The blac~s had submitted a list of demands to President
dash with a time of 23.3 and who Robert Hmshaw the prevlOUSTuesday and they didn'tfeel that the demands
participated in the winni~440relay had been adequately met. Among the demands were the admission of 19
team of Letts Pete Galier Joe Chu Negro freshmen next year, a black studies program, ten thousand dollars
and Pat Rile;. Galier alB~wonthe i? s~sor. black cultural activities and one hundred thousand dollars for
440 1M hurdles with a time of 57 2 fUlancml81d for blacks duriru<the next year.
while Chu and Riley tied for fi~st Take-over by college students scares politicians
in the 440 with twin 53.5 times. The Three students at Kent :s.tate ~niversity are suing the state 01 Ohio in
other Kenyon victor was Eric order. to ~t college and Wllverslty students throughout Ohio the right to
Watrous with a 10'6" leap in the vote ~ their c.a,?~~s towns. If they are successful in their suit many in-
pole vault. teresting poSSIbilIties are opened such as college students taking over
C • 1 college towns such as State College, Pa. which has 26,000 students and
apiia mee:l: only 12,500 residents. Several state officials are already making plans to
At Capital last Thursday, the roles save "middle America" trom its marauding young. There are currently
of the Lords and their opponents bills in several state legislatures designed to ban coUege s'bJdents Crom
were reveased as the Crusaders voting at their college residences. In California, the Attorney General has
over-powered. Ken,yon,92_44. How_ ruled that all unmarried minor+students or anyooe else tmder the age of
ever, the mwt was not without its 21 - must vote from their parents home. Apparently the politicians are
bright spots; two new varsity re- running scared.
cords were set. Watrous vaulted
14' 1 1/4" to set a new varsity
pole vault record. Another feather
was added to the cap of George Letts
as he broke the old varsity 220yard
dash record of 22.2, by turning in a
22.1 clocking.
The Lords only scored 4 first a_
gainst Capital; the other two <be-
sides Letts and Watrous) were Ron
CalJison's 38'8 1/4" triplejumpand
Tyree Wilburn's win in the 880 with
a time of 2:02.3. Kenyon lost the
services of Perry Thompson in the
Capital meet.
This Saturday, the team takes on
Wittenberg in Springfield:
PART OF THE CAST for the three plays rnts week-
end at Colburn assembles in anlicipation of success-
ful performances.
trim Naz
Trackmen seem to be breaking re-
cords right and lett as Kenyon's
track season wears on. Yesterday,
Ron Callison set a new field record
of 42'3" in the triple jump as the
Lords beat Mt. Vernon Nazarene,
86_~8. This win, ina strong, chilling
wind that cut down on the quality of
performances, keeps the Lord's re-
cord at 3-3 for the season. Al_
though the Cougars had a strong
distance runner, Larry Pusey, who
won all three distance events, the
Lords came up with wins in eleven
other events.
Multiple winners for the Lords
were Pete Schneeberger, who won
both the shot put and the discus; Ron
Buckeves buck lords, 7 - 3
by Tom ADdrew
Last Saturllay, berore a large
spring weeken~~crowd, tbe Kenyon
varsitY lacrosse team was defeated,
7-3, by a visiting squad from Ohio
State University. This was a very
disappointing loss for the Lords as,
Cor the second consecutive game,
they were unable to mount an,ytype
of sustained offense. In the Witten-
berg game on Saturday, April 17,
the failure of the offense to control
the ball and, thus, a lack of serious
scoring opportunities. particularly
in the second hal!, were two of the
deciding factors that led to an 8-7
Kenyon defeat. Against Ohio State,
the Lords found themselves in a
similar situation. They trailed by
only 1-0 at halftime and 3-2 after
three quarters, mainly because Ohio
State's attack was being held in
check by Kenyon's defense while the
Lords struggled to ignite some of-
fense of their own. In the final per_
iod, however, Ken,yon's attackposed
no serious threat to the Buckeyes,
and Ohio State outscored the Lords,
4_1, to win the contest easily.
Kenyon's limited offense was led
by Dave Edgar, Mike Tavener, and
Chip DuVall. who scored one goal
apiece. Dave Cronin also registered
an assist for the Lords. Goalie Jim
Peace, whomade twelve saves dur-
ing the game, headed the Lord de-
fense which, as usual, played ag<XXI
game. For the first time this year,
however, Kenyon's defensive and
mid_field personnel did have some
trouble in clearing the ball up-field
to the attack men.
The Lords hope to improve upoo
their existing 2_7 record, with three
contests scheduled in the next six
days. Ken,yonplayed OhioUniversity
on McBride Field today and the
Lords travel to Wooster this Sab.ir-
day and visit Bowling Green next
Tuesday. Kenyon's rlnal game otthe
season will be at home against
Denison on Saturday, May 8.
OVER THB HILL
5-4 mark in Golf
Continued from Page 5 match withWittenberg and of course,the quickly approaching OACCham-
pionships. The team's record is noW'
5_4 and with a good efiortatWitten-
berg on the 28th and at Marietta
and Denison on the first and eighth
of May the Lords' year in galt will
have proved to be very successful.
Kenyon, although rarely overwhelm-
ing in such spring sports as baseball
or track has always been a power
. in gol(. Under Jim Zak this trend
seems surely to continue.
course, perhaps the 'best layout in
all of Ohio Conference Competition.
The results of this eventwerej how_
ever, not that good. Kenyonfinished
a mediocre seventh, sixteen strokes
behind frontrunner Denison. One
bright spot in this two. ball eventwas
the team of AI Calruny and George
Thomas which tied for medalist
honors at 71.
Upcoming events include a makeup
